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Fw: Inquiry on bamboo

From : Nimfa Torreta <ntorreta@yahoo.com>

Subject : Fw: Inquiry on bamboo

To : Abigail Lapitan <abigailslapitan@gmail.com>, pcaarrd
records < pcaa rrd_records@ pcaa rrd. dost. gov. ph >

Tue, Oct 01, 2019 02:51 PM

----- Fonvarded ltrlessage ----
FfOm : Erica Martinez <emgayon@gmail.com>

TO: ruimfa Torreta <ntorreta@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 1,2019,02:35:25 pM Gtr/T+8
Subject: Re: tnquiry on bamboo

Dear Ms. Torrera,

Thank you for your reply, those reference you concluded is highly appreciated ang I will
definitely look into it. I am wondering if I could request an availability for interview with a
professional of PCAARRD regarding the Bamboo production here in the Philippines? It would
be a substantial part of my thesis.

Your favorable and immediate response to this request would be highly appreciated. Thank
you very much.

Sincerely,

Erica Gayon
Department of Architecture
Rizal Technological University

On Tue, Oct 1, 20L9,2:04 PM Nimfa Torreta <ntorreta@-vahoo.eom> wrote:
Dear lVs. Gayon,

This is in reply to your e-mail to PCAARRD dated September 30, 2019 regarding bamboo. We do not have an

updated and all the information on bamboo that you are asking for in your email . We could however refer you

get hold of the Philippine recommends for Bamboo, which is a PCAARRD publication on bamboo. Some of the

information you need are included in this publication. There are also other publications on bamboo which you

could refer to like that of the latest book on bamboo titled "Bamboo : The Grass of Hope" which is published by

the philippine Bamboo Foundation. You may also want to browse the net, there are just a lot of information on

bamboo'available. Try to search the INBAR (lnternational Network for Bamboo and Rattan). This international

organization has a lot of information on bamboo globally which are mostly available in the net.

Hope the suggested publications could help you get start with your thesis preparation and writing'

Sincerely
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